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H. Satzinger

Absolute state and absolutive case in Afro-Asiatic

In the past decades the idea has spread that the Afro-Asiatic ancestor lan-
guage was ofiginally of the ergative rype. This view is based on rhe observarion
of some features of various individual languages and/or several branches that
seemed to offer themselves to such an interpretationl, For Berber, A. Aikhen-
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vald has claimed that the accusative or "free state" of the noun, as well as the
"object pronoun", represent the absolutive case of an ergative case system, an

opinion that does not hold in this form2; what we are here dealing with is the

feature of an absolute state, or case, a feature that has nothing to do with an

ergative case system (nor with an accusative case system, at that). Nevertheless,
Lipiriski, inhis Semitic Languages, refers in several paragraphs to Berber as an

unequivocal ergative type languagel. Obviously, the two (near-)homonymous

terms of "absolute state (or case)" and "absolutive case" have been con-

f u s e d by these and other authors; this question shall be the main topic of this
paper.

The issue of Afro-Asiatic ergativity has not only been met with agreement

among scholars. Of the critical contributions, we will take into consideration

the article by M. \X/altisberga. However, the author seems to have fallen for the

very same mistake which those made whom he criticises, viz. the confounding

of "absolute state" and "absolutive case".
W h a t .  t h e n ,  i s  a n  " a b s o l u t i v e  c a s e " ?  I t i s o n e o f  t h e t w o b a s i c

cases of an ergative-absolutive case system, the other being the ergative case.

Absolutive case is the case of nouns in ergative-absolutive languages that would
generally be the subjects of intransitive verbs or the objects of transitive verbs in
the translational equivalents of nominative-accusative languages such as English.
Ergative case is the case of nouns in ergative-absolutive languages that would gen-
erally be the subjects of transitive verbs in the transladon equivalents of nomina-
tive-accusative languages such as Englishs.

\ X / h a t ,  o n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  i s  a n  " a b s o l u t e  s t a t e " ? I n S e m i t -
ic studies, this term is used in a two-fold way: (a) absolute state vs. constfuct

state, and (b) absolute state as kind of "bare noun". In Hebrew grammar (but

also, e.g., in Coptic grammaf), the absolute state contrasts with the construct

state: dabar <<a word>>, but dbar-'elohvm <<the word of god>; Coptic sotap <<to

choose>>, but setp-hen-rome <<to choose men>>.
But the term absolute state is also used in a different sense, and this is

where the confusion comes in. Aramaic has, in addition to the absolute state

and the construct stale, a third one: the determined or emphatic state6. Mor-

phologically, it is characteizedby an ending -7. In Biblical Aramaic, it is the

expression of the determined noun in the nominative, accusative and genitive

2 A. Y. Aikhenvald, Split ergatiuity, cit., pp.l9-68. For a critical evaluation see H. Satzinger,

On the assumed ergatiuity of the Berber language(s), in Proceedings of the 10th Meeting of Hamito-

semitic (Afroasiatic) Linguixics (Florence, 18 20 April 2001), ed. by P. Fronzaroli, P. Marrassini,

Dipartimento di Linguistica, Universiti di Firenze, Firenze 200), pp. 38i-189.
r E. Lipiriski, SemiticLanguages, cit.,pp.261 262 (S l2.l d).
a M. \X/altisberg, Zur Ergatiuhyp o th e s e, cit.
5 See http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/\XrhatlsAbsolutiveCase.htm
6 E. Lipnski, S en itic La n guages, cit., p. 2$ (S ) 3.22).
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functions. (Hence, this emphatic state of Biblical Aramaicis the equivalent of
definite afticle + noun in Hebrew; Hebrew bad-d.abnr - Arumiic mill"tr_a,
Hebrcw ha,b btiyit; Ar-amac bayt-a,Hebrew ha*-*alkab - Aramaic malkt-a.)
TJ looses, though, this function of a marker of definiteness in the lut., ,tug., oi
the language and becomes the normal form of rhe noun: nalkauthe kinio, oa
kinp. By this development (reminiscent of that of the B;.il. noun, whose
general gender/number prefixes are also thought to go back to a definite arti_
cle) we are left with the absolute state (nelek"< **itk_) in uil ,ynru.tic situa_
tions orher rhan nominative (subject), accusative (object), or genitive (after
nouns and prepositions): i.e., in predicate function, in uo.utirre function, etc. In
this way' the function of the Syriac absolute state comes close to the absolute
state of Akkadian.

The Akkadian absolute state has the form of a "barenoun,', it shows nei-
ther declension nor mimation: iar <kins>>, as oppos edto iarrum, iarrina, iarratn.
It is regarded to be identical with the third person forms of the shtiveT . Femi-
nine nouns end in -at: iarrat <<queen>>; <she is queeru>. plural and dualforms are
mainly attested in the stative; pl. m. _u , [. _a;du. m. _a, f , _ta8.

As the absolute state does not show any case morphs u/e may expect it to
be used for roles other than those of the argumen$ of ihe verb (as the nomina_
tive and accusative) and the expansion of noun and prepositio'(as the geni-
tive). Actually, this is obvious for many of its uses:

' Predicative. In Akl<adian this role coincides with the stative: iar <<(he) is
kinp; Aramaic'al-malka tab <<itis o.k. with the kine>.

o Vocarive; Akkadian iar <<kinq!>>
r Distributive repetitions, Akkadian a-na rna-a-at ma-a-at.ma <<for every

country>>.
. Idiomatic pairs of nouns, Akkadian sefur rabi dittle (and) bip.r Certain specifications of place or time, etc.
' Numbers, Akkadian iiten <<one>>, Syriac had <<one>; Akkadian silai iat

qEmum <<three shut flour4 Sydac tloto yrlin uth'rr",nonthroltlr. L, in Akka_
dian, Ge'ez and Epigraphic South Aiabiane. Arso for -"r;, ;;r"ing <<alb>,
<<many>>, <<few>.

^ . 
t Il certain expressions, after prepositionsl,, Akkadian ana dar<<for ever>>;

Syiac ba : gal <<in haste>.

7 \{l von Soden, Grundrif! der akkadischen Grammatik,Pontificium Institutum Biblicum,Roma 19953, n ]! ts 62c);p, 101(s zza); G. Buccellati, Aiinterpretario, o]"ii)"app"a*, s*tiueas..aNominal Sentence,in<<JournalofNearEastern St"arr"r,Zi,tSid,;;;'_i;8 Bur see also \{l von Soden, Die zahlen2} 90 imsemitischen 
""Jaiisr* 

absolutus, in<\x/iener zeitschift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes> )7, 196r, pp.24-2s fo;;i;*non_verbalinstances of pl. f . a,before a suffix pronouni _al_.
e Ibiden.

10 S Moscati et ali, An Introduction to the comparatiue Grammar of the semitic Languages.Phonology and Morphology,Harrassov/orz, W.rbuJ.'n tye 9, p. 102 (12.79).
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Under many of these conditions, English would make use of the "bare

noun". Now Akkadian is a language with declension, without any articles,
whereas English has no declension, though both a definite and an indefinite
article. Syriac has no declension, nor has it (anymore) a definite article, nor an
indefinite one. It has, though, a marker of the non-bare noun, i.e., of nouns

used as subjects, objects, genitives, etc., corresponding to declension (and

mimation) in Akkadian.
The definition of "bare noun" depends on the type of the language to

which it is applied: bare of articles? bare of declension? etc. Linguistic studies
have examined the bare noun, apart from English, in all types of languages, e.g.
in Hebrew, in Turkish, even in Chinese and Japanesell, which have neither
declension, nor articles, nor anything like the Syriac -a morpheme. Another
language that can be compared with Akkadian and Syriac in respect to the

absolute state or bare noun, is Late Egyptian (the informal language of the

Ramesside period). The situation of this idiom is similar to that of English: it

has no declension, although it has both definite and indefinite articles. The

bare noun (more recent grammafs use to call it the noun with zero article) is

iound, inter alia, under the following conditionsl2: predicative expressions,
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In Egyptian, there could be a bare noun only after the definite und indefinite
articles had emerged.

In a number of Cushitic languages Sassels has distinguished an Absolute
case, and a subject case, and he has pointed to correspondent features in
Betber, with its Absolute and Annexed states, as rhe traditional rerms are.

In Berber and also in Cushitic, the absolute form encompasses the function
of an accusative case (direct object case). In Semidc, on the other hand,
the accusative has several functions of an absolute form (e.g., it is the form of
the predicative noun of Arabic kana andits <<sisters>; under certain conditions
the address appears in the accusative). A particular case is Akkadian: in this
language, afotmal distinction is made between the accusative case (in -a, etc.),
and the absolute state (in zero). Nonetheless, <The Accusative case may proba-
bly be rcgaded as a functional vailant of the Absolure form>> (Diakonofflrq .

Above, tt/altisberg has been mentioned, who reports on Semitistic argu-
ments pro ergative case and pro absolutive case. According to these data, the
assumption of ffaces or residues of a Semitic ergative cas e merely rests on
an equation of the nomin ative and the locative cases15. The features adduced as

1r HJ. Sasse, Case in Cushitic, Semitic and Berber, cit.
1a I. M. Diakon off , Semito-Hanitic Languages,cit., p. )g.
15 M. Waltisberg, Zur Ergatiuhpothese,-cit.,pp.2I_22 (S 2.1).
tb lui, pp. 22-3 4 (S 2.2).
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alia, a quotation form is found in languages of a rather pure accusative-nomina-
tive type like Akkadian (form in -O) and Old Nubian (form in 'a).

. Address2o.
o Predicative [orm21 , also after thetic particles like Arabic 'ircrca22, and after

^  1 .  t , t t - ) 2
|\rabrc tlla".

None of these conditions has anything to do with ergativity, or an ab-
s o I u t i v e c a s e . On the other hand, they are typical of the a b s o I u t e s t a t e .

In concluding, the following may be said.
1. Many of the recent arguments pro and contra ergativity in Semitic

and/or Afro-Asiatic (especially Lipiriski, Tropper, \X/altisberg) missed their
point as they confused features of an absolute state with those of an absolutiue
case (of an ergative system).

2. None of the attested Afro'Asiatic languages has an ergative case system '

though the stative of Akkadian and Egyptian testifies to a certain measure of
split ergativity: transitive verbs in the stative form are passive, more often than
not (Akkadian agiz <<he has been seized>; Egn. ju f rdi w n.s <<hehas been given
to her>>), intransitive verbs are by necessity active (darnqata <<you are good>>;
Egn. jswt.n jj.tj a'd.tj <<our crew arrived safelp Shipwrecked Sailor, with the
stative form of juj <<to come>> in the composite past tense form, and the stative
tbrm of '/ <<to become safe>> in a clause of circumstance). Another feature is the
paradigm of the personal pronoun that functions as object pronoun with tran-
sitive verbs (Arab. 'a'taytu-hu,Egn. jw r[.rc.j sw,Ber. fkiv-t, all <I gave io), but
also as subject, or kind of subject, in other constructions: in Egyptian with the
adjectival predicate (ndm sw <he is pleasanu), in various languages with thetic
particles (Arab. 'inna-hu,Egn. m.k sw,Ber. ha-t, alJ. <(here) he is>; Egn. nn su,
Ber. ulai-t, both ..he is not, does not exisu). But note that in no Afro-Asiatic
language the respective "objective pronoun" is systematically used as subject of
intransitive verbs. Nevertheless, the assumption that the proto-language had an
ergative case system could account for some features ofthe languages2a.

3. As the form and function of an absolute state (marked by -a, though in
Akkadian by zero) can be found in many Afro-Asiatic language families, it may
be seen as an original feature of the proto language. The Semitic accusative has
obviously developed from the form of the absolute statez5, whereas in Berber

20 M. lVa lti s b er g Zur Er gat iu hyp oth e s e, ctt., "vocative" pp. 24 25 (5 2.2.3).
21 Iui,  pp. 29 )2 (S 2.2.7).
22 lui, pp. 25 27 (S 2 2.5).
2) Iui,  pp. )23 4 (S 2.2.8)
2a C[r H. Satzingeq The Egyptian conjugations taithin the Afroasiatic framework, in Egyptol-

ogy at the Daun of the Tuenty-First Cerctury. Proceedings of the Eighth International Congress of
Egyptologists (Cairo,28 March-J April 2000), ed.byZ. Hawass, L. P Brock, The American Uni
versity in Cairo Press, Cairo 2001, ilI, pp. 392-400 (in particular pp. )95 396).

25 Cfr. H. Satzinger, Obseruations in the Field of the Afroasiatic Sffix Conjugation, in
Afroasiatica Tergestina, cit., pp.23 -3)
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and East cushitic the absolute form is also employed for the direct object, inlieu of a proper accusative form. It is my impression that Berber and Cushiticnever-developed a morphological acc.rsatiue case. The absorute state, on theother hand, seems to be an olJ, inherited feature.

lUniuersity of Wennal


